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During the last decade there have been numerous re-tellings and variations on the often-made
assertion that $1 spent on safety returns $2-$6 in bottom-line benefits. The actual data came from a
Liberty Mutual workplace safety poll conducted 2 decades ago. Every safety consulting firm, every EHS
software company and most safety hard goods vendors have published articles and blogs – often
annually – on the topic. The good part is that the message is potentially true for most companies. The
other part deserves more attention than it usually receives in those articles.
To be clear, I am a believer in the hard-dollar benefit of investments in
safety – when the dollars are spent in a targeted way. Different companies
are likely in different stages of safety systems maturity and have different
kinds of exposures. Should we buy more safety training or PPE? Motor
vehicle monitoring equipment or lone worker tracking? Better ventilation
for the paint booth or yoga classes for pre-work stretching? Just throwing
money into the safety bucket is not a path to better safety - spending
decisions must be tailored to circumstances in order to maximize the
impact of safety spending. This tailoring requires an understanding of your
current environment, thoughtful goal setting – what improvements do you
want to achieve – and then accurate, timely measurement of performance
against goals.
In the early days of Sospes, our mostly manufacturing customers tended to have high incident rates.
Their immediate hard dollar benefits of deploying Sospes came from understanding root causes and
then taking actions to mitigate the hazards – kind of a lagging approach, but measurably effective for
them. Our oilfield services customers were very different: if their recordable incident rate approached
1%, they were at risk of not being able to compete for work with major energy companies. As a result,
oilfield services companies were very pro-active in their approach to safety and were always on the
lookout for ways to reduce workplace hazards, by collecting and organizing performance data and
employee input so they knew where to focus attention for meaningful impact. These customers’
financial returns from deploying Sospes came largely from dramatic administrative overhead reductions
and automated report accumulation that freed safety professionals for higher value activities and
guided them to where their skills would be most productive, such as focusing training and coaching
where it was most needed.
I have presented three (anonymous) sample cases below derived from actual customer results. Each
case illustrates a different situation calling for a different approach, but in each case the company
achieved impressive results quickly, enabled by an easy-to-use system that included all employees, and
targeted reporting that supported decision-making, accountability, and evaluation of actions.

CASE ONE

This manufacturer had a high recordable incident rate without systems adequate to allow a
focused approach to understanding where and how the issues were occurring. Upon
implementing Sospes late December 2019, several things happened almost immediately. NonOSHA incidents reported increased – we have observed this is always true. The number of incidents
didn’t actually increase, but because they were easy to report, they got visibility, were addressed,
and decreased over time. Meanwhile, organizing the volume of incident and observation reports
plus the time saved by moving from paper to a digital system allowed the safety team to effectively
identify, manage, investigate, and mitigate hazards, resulting in year-over-year recordable incidents
dropping from 92 to 71.

CASE TWO

This manufacturer has a very good safety record – and is always seeking to improve. Setting companywide goals is a great start, but in a large organization, company-level can seem pretty far removed from
what managers and supervisors have the ability to control. In this case the safety team helped individual
departments within facilities agree to local TRIR goals that when rolled up to the total would ensure the
company goal was achieved. By setting local-level goals, and measuring actual monthly performance to
that goal, local supervisors can make local decisions on the most impactful actions for their areas and
understand how their contributions impact the total. It is nearly always useful to manage global
performance by focusing on local activities. The only way this works is through processes and reporting
systems that support local focus while rolling up easily to consolidated totals.

CASE THREE

This manufacturer was struggling with a poor safety record largely caused by disengaged workers in a
non-supported environment. Enter a new Safety Director who launched draconian decrees such as,
“No shorts or sandals on the manufacturing floor”. He also recognized the need to engage the
employees in the conversation to improve their own safety. There was initial skepticism from both the
workers and management, but the Safety Director persevered, and when workers first reported
observations and close calls, he made sure that the company responded quickly and visibly. Soon,
employees began to believe that their concerns were being heard and taken seriously and a positive
feedback loop took off, with employees identifying issues, the company addressing issues, leading to
fewer incidents, giving employees more confidence in the system, and engaging them in making the
workplace better. In the graph here you can see the increase in observation and close call reporting
corresponding with a dramatic decrease in reportable incidents, in turn driving a significant reduction
in costs. Employee engagement really works!

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?
Companies may be unique in many aspects of their operating environments and stage of cultural
development, but they do share a common requirement for continued success and prosperity, which is
to operate a safe, healthy and productive environment for employees, customers, and their
communities.
The purpose for sharing these cases, and what they illustrate, is that a common approach, supported by
effective data systems, can drive significant improvements while contributing both directly and
indirectly to better financial performance.
And this is why we say that the only cost of Sospes is the opportunity cost of not getting started today!

